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The Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation 
Initiative (Y2Y) commissioned B&A Planning 
Group (B&A) to support the development of 

alternative land use scenarios for 
the Three Sisters Village and Smith 
Creek Area Structure Plans (ASPs) 
to facilitate solutions-oriented 

discussions of potential options 
to mitigate the development 
impact of the ASP lands on 
wildlife movement through the 
Bow Valley.  

During the course of the work, 
B&A took direction from Y2Y 

to address areas of concern 
throughout the two ASPs.  B&A 
provided planning and design 

expertise to illustrate potential 
solutions to mitigate narrow wildlife 

corridor widths in a municipal planning 
context. The potential solutions to 

narrow corridor widths proposed by B&A 
are highlighted throughout the document 
with this icon.

 

 

The Three Sisters Village and Smith Creek 
ASPs are currently under development by 
Three Sisters Mountain Village Properties 
limited (TMSVPL) and are anticipated to 
be submitted to the Town of Canmore for 
review in late 2020.  Draft concepts were 
presented to Town of Canmore Council in 
late fall 2020, and were opened to public 
consultation in October.

The purpose of the work program is to 
present feasible solutions for the ASP areas 
that address future development with the 
goal of balancing the design aspirations 
of TSMVPL with the functionality of the 
corridor, while reducing the potential for 
human-wildlife conflict.

IN TRODUCTION



1Introduction

OVERVIEW

The focus of the B&A work program was on making design and policy 
recommendations that would allow for the increased function of the 
approved wildlife corridors during construction and into the long-term.  
Specific attention was given to the interface between the wildlife corridor 
and adjacent land uses, the effectiveness and potential location of a wildlife 
fence, and public access to the wildlife corridor.

Canmore’s mountains provide a key link in the network of protected areas 
within the greater 3,000-km Yellowstone to Yukon region of the Rockies, one 
of the last intact mountain ecosystems in the world.  Wildlife face a number 
of pressures as they try to survive here, most of which are related to an 
ever-growing human footprint.  By designing, maintaining, and respecting 
the importance of functional wildlife corridors that allow animals safe 
passage, we help ensure that wide-ranging animal populations remain 
connected, healthy, and genetically diverse.

It is important to note that the Three Sisters Village and Smith Creek ASP 
proposals cover 80% of the remaining developable land in Canmore.  They 
are large, and largely irreversible; there will be no second chance to get this 
right for wildlife and people. The Bow Valley is one of the most significant 
gravel bed river systems in Alberta’s Rocky Mountains, and is a vital 
corridor for wildlife movement.  This rare wide east-west valley provides 
warm, low-elevation habitat for numerous plan and wildlife species, water 
retention and filtration, and critical wildlife connectivity between the 
protected areas within Kananaskis County and Banff National Park.
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DISCUSSION

Although the 2017 ASP was withdrawn, it is useful as a reference to 
consider how the wildlife corridor has evolved.  Shown here is the 2017 
proposed Area Structure Plan overlaid with the wildlife corridor as 
approved by Alberta Environment and Parks in 2020.  While there have been 
some improvements, other areas have become more constrained.   

2017 DRAFT SMITH 
CREEK ASP AND 
APPROVED WILDLIFE 
CORRIDOR

2



3A.   2017 Draft Smith Creek ASP and Approved Wildlife Corridor

ASP LEGEND

Approved Wildlife 
Corridor

Power Lines
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DISCUSSION

The currently proposed draft Land Use plan has some notable 
differences from the 2017 ASP.  Of particular note, the ASP extends 
south to maximize the amount of potential developable area directly 
adjacent to the wildlife corridor.

2020 PROPOSED 
SMITH CREEK ASP 
& LAND USE



5B.   2020 Proposed Smith Creek ASP & Land Use
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DISCUSSION

The 2020 ASP boundary follows the approved wildlife corridor.  It is notable 
that the Wildlife Fence is shown proposed at the property line, often containing 
green space and rear yards within its boundary.  

APPROVED 
SMITH CREEK 
WILDLIFE 
CORRIDOR



7C.   Approved Smith Creek Wildlife Corridor

APPROVED WILDLIFE CORRIDOR

PROPOSED WILDLIFE FENCE

2020 ASP BOUNDARY
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SMITH CREEK 
SLOPE 
ANALYSIS 
OVERLAY

DISCUSSION

Research has clearly shown that wildlife in the Bow Valley prefer to move 
on slopes under 25 degrees. Shown here is a line depicting the 25 Degree 
Slope area, and how the wildlife fence, in conjunction with the steep slopes, 
create an effective corridor width that is too narrow in certain areas and 
risks deterring or completely severing wildlife movement.



9D.   Smith Creek Slope Analysis Overlay

APPROVED WILDLIFE CORRIDOR

PROPOSED WILDLIFE FENCE AND CON TAINED DEVELOPMEN T AREA

25 DEGREE SLOPE LINE (AEP, 2017) 
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DISCUSSION

Through this analysis, three primary pinch points have been identified, 
constraining the corridor to limit wildlife movement. 

SMITH CREEK 
CONSTRAINED 
CORRIDOR 
ANALYSIS



11E.   Smith Creek Constrained Corridor Analysis

APPROVED WILDLIFE CORRIDOR

PROPOSED WILDLIFE FENCE AND CON TAINED DEVELOPMEN T AREA

25 DEGREE SLOPE LINE

CONSTRAINED CORRIDOR
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DISCUSSION

Each of the three constrained areas have been identified as focus 
areas to consider specific interventions to increase the wildlife 
corridor in those locations.  

SMITH CREEK 
FOCUS AREA 
REVIEW



13F.   Smith Creek Focus Area Overview

FOCUS AREA C

FOCUS AREA A

1:18000

FOCUS AREA B

FOCUS AREA B 
DETAILSSediment Retention Area

Residential Area

Mixed Use Area

Commercial Area

Office & Industrial Area

Open Space & Recreation APPROVED WILDLIFE CORRIDOR

25 DEGREE SLOPE LINE

CONSTRAINED CORRIDOR
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DISCUSSION

To widen the constrained corridor on the east, the focus area concept explores 
moving the wildlife corridor to the west as much as possible. While this area is 
impacted by significant grades as a result of the roadway and topography, the 
roadway is opened for movements.  Signage and a Texas gate provide a level of 
awareness for roadway users. 

FOCUS AREA A



15F.1    Focus Area  A

Proposed hardened edge relocation 

Signage and Texas gate

Green space is part of the corridor 
following restoration of Thunderstone 
Quarry

Corridor constrains to less than 100m 
in the currently proposed ASP

Hardened edge relocated to west 
side of settlement pond

Currently proposed development 
edge moved to west as much as 
possible. This more than doubles the 
corridor size and incorporates the 
roadway. 

1:2000

Sediment Retention Area

Residential Area

Mixed Use Area

Commercial Area

Office & Industrial Area

Open Space & Recreation APPROVED WILDLIFE CORRIDOR

25 DEGREE SLOPE LINE

CONSTRAINED CORRIDOR
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FOCUS AREA B

DISCUSSION

The currently proposed ASP utilizes the wildlife fence as a property boundary.  
As a means to reduce impact on developable land while widening the corridor 
at constrained areas, it is proposed that the buildings themselves, linked 
together with wildlife fencing at their sideyards, forms a wildlife barrier and 
shapes the corridor.  The proposed internal green spaces within the ASP can 
easily add with to the wildlife corridor. Developable lots at these locations 
would have special constraints limiting backyard access into the corridor.  
If property lines are a concern, special signage can be incorporated at the 
property line to delineate this condition.  The following pages illustrate these 
ideas.  These areas within private property have been identified as “corridor 
interface zones.

Hardened boundaries may come into play for areas in which the risk of 
human-wildlife conflict is highest, and could include closely-spaced houses 
with high fences between them. In other areas, where it is more important to 
delineate the corridor but conditions allow it to remain somewhat permeable, 
post and rail fences and signage could be used to differentiate the wildlife 
corridor from private land or municipal open space.



17F.2   Focus Area  B

“Corridor Interface Zone” allows the 
corridor to come into private back 

yards, creating special conditions for 
these lots. 

Private buildings and decorative 
sideyard wildlife fences form an 

edge to the wildlife corridor.  

Internal green spaces 
can easily form part of 

the corridor.  

The currently proposed 
development edge (in 

gray) is moved into the 
development area.   

This corridor is 
constrained to between 

60m-90m.   

1:2000

Sediment Retention Area

Residential Area

Mixed Use Area

Commercial Area

Office & Industrial Area

Open Space & Recreation APPROVED WILDLIFE CORRIDOR

25 DEGREE SLOPE LINE

CONSTRAINED CORRIDOR
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FOCUS AREA B
OVERVIEW

DISCUSSION

To facilitate widening the functional wildlife corridor, we propose reducing 
the width of the low density residential land use and adding these lands to 
the wildlife corridor. The Focus Area B Context shows the full extent of the 
proposed realignment of a hardened boundary.



19F.2   Focus Area  B Context

Sediment Retention Area

Residential Area

Mixed Use Area

Commercial Area

Office & Industrial Area

Open Space & Recreation APPROVED WILDLIFE CORRIDOR

25 DEGREE SLOPE LINE

CONSTRAINED CORRIDOR
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CORRIDOR 
INTERFACE 
ZONES

DISCUSSION

In corridor transition zones, and if desirable, property lines can be identified 
by low impact markers.  These can be located at pathway entries or in other 
locations as needed. Low impact markers may include bollards and other 
single post signage options.



21F.2-3  Corridor Interface Zones
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DISCUSSION

The sharp corner at this location in addition to a less than 80m constrained 
corridor width significantly reduces the functionality of the heavily-used 
wildlife underpass just to the west.  As this corner has limited developability, 
it is proposed that a similar approach be taken here, as it is in focus area 
F.2, where the development rear and side yards are incorporated into the 
corridor with sideyard fences and buildings shaping the corridor.  

FOCUS AREA C 
OVERVIEW



23F.3  Focus Area C Overview

“Corridor Interface Zone” “allows width 
to be effectively added to the corridor 
via special conditions for these 
residential lots.

Private buildings and decorative sideyard wildlife 
fences form an edge to the wildlife corridor.  

The currently proposed fence (in gray) is 
moved into the development area.   

This corridor is constrained 
to less than 80m.   

1:2000

Sediment Retention Area

Residential Area

Mixed Use Area

Commercial Area

Office & Industrial Area

Open Space & Recreation APPROVED WILDLIFE CORRIDOR

25 DEGREE SLOPE LINE

CONSTRAINED CORRIDOR
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DISCUSSION

The 2020 Three Sisters Village ASP concept shows a significant change to land 
uses south of the edge of development line when compared to the approved 
2004 ASP. The edge of development line was established by the Town of 
Canmore and TSMV in 2004 with the support of the Province. It was established 
with the explicit intention of adding needed width to the approved corridor at 
this location The golf course lands would have been used by wildlife in the 
evenings and at night, as well as during the off-season. Buildings were not 
permitted south of the edge of development line for this reason.

2020 PROPOSED 
THREE SISTERS 
VILLAGE ASP & 
LAND USE



25G.  2020 Three Sisters Village ASP Concept

This slide shows the hopes and aspirations of 
the proposed Three Sisters Village concept.  It is 
notable that the proposed land use is much more 
aggressive than the existing approved ASP

“General” as it is not an accurate 
reflection of topography. 

Our proposed revisions to the concept allow 
for increased open space, adding to the wildlife 
movement buffer, while still accommodating some 
complimentary land uses such as low-impact  
day-time recreation activities
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DISCUSSION

The proposed land use in the 2020 draft ASP, reduces the functional width 
of land that can accommodate wildlife movement.  At a minimum, we would 
propose utilizing opportunities for a hardened boundary or other tools that 
maximize the opportunities for movement adjacent to the approved corridor.

With the proposed amendments to land use south of the edge of 
development line, the functional limits of the wildlife corridor are 
constrained to less than 50m in three locations. 

THREE SISTERS 
VILLAGE ASP 
LAND USE 
ANALYSIS



27G.  Three Sisters Village ASP Wildlife Corridor and Slope Analysis

Slope analysis indicates that 
pinch points are less than 
50m wide

This large area is bottlenecked 
at 50m to the north and south. 

Less than 50m bottleneck 

The dark green shaded areas indicate 
sloped areas greater than 25%, as 
assessed based upon existing data. 
These slopes create a number of 
corridor constraints
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DISCUSSION

To accommodate wildlife movement while allowing for development 
to occur, we propose very little development south of the edge of 
development line, in alignment with the decision made by the Province and 
the Town to effectively add width to the approved wildlife corridor in this 
area. Limited recreation could be permitted on lands south of the edge of 
development line during the day, but from dusk to dawn these lands would 
be available for wildlife.

THREE SISTERS 
VILLAGE ASP 
PROPOSED 
CHANGES TO LAND 
USE CONCEP T

G



29G.  Village Centre ASP Proposed Changes

Widen functional wildlife movement 
corridor to over 150m.

Widen functional wildlife corridor to over 
100m, noting the existing drainage as a 
potential barrier to movement.

Concession allowing some 
residential development south 
of the edge of development line 
contrary to approved ASP.

Widen movement 
bottleneck by 
more than 200m.

Area to remain undeveloped 
and part of wildlife corridor

Our proposed revisions to the concept allow 
for increased open space, adding to the wildlife 
movement buffer, while still accommodating some 
complimentary land uses
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SMI TH CREEK AREA STRUCTURE PLAN

 » To ensure that all environmental and wildlife objectives are being met, 
any future land use redesignation application should be subject to an 
update to the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to be completed by 
a qualified professional(s) to the satisfaction of the Town of Canmore.  
The EIS shall examine impacts of future land use changes on existing 
biophysical elements (ecosystems, landforms, and habitats) with 
specific consideration for:

• Topography;

• Vegetation;

• Wildlife;

• Wildlife habitat;

• Wildlife corridors; 

• Wildlife/human interaction prevention; and

• Wildfire safety.

 » EIS updates submitted in support of future land use redesignation 
applications shall be reviewed by an independent qualified professional 
selected by the Town of Canmore.

 » Prior to the approval of a Conceptual Scheme and Land Use 
Redesignation, the risks/ benefits of wildlife fencing shall be based on 
the best-available science and consider proposed adjacent land uses. 
Alternative “hard boundaries”, including post-and-rail fencing with a 
human-use management plan, should be explored.

 » The developer shall pay for all construction, maintenance, monitoring, 
and operations of mitigation infrastructure, enforcement and 
educational tools until such time as the development within the entirety 
of Smith Creek is deemed complete by the Town of Canmore. 

To facilitate future design refinement based 

upon best available science, we recommend 

that the following policies be included within 

the Area Structure Plans.

H

POLICY 



31H.   Policy

 » The developer shall start and contribute toward an interest-bearing 
environmental management fund that finances ongoing human-use 
management once the development is complete. Ongoing monitoring 
shall continue within the ASP area in perpetuity to provide continued 
data on the use of the land by wildlife, visitors, and residents in order to 
inform adaptive management planning.

 » No off-leash dog use shall be permitted within the wildlife movement 
corridor. Access to the corridor shall be granted only at designated 
access points, each of which should have clear signage stating a 
mandatory on-leash area. Access should be restricted as much as 
possible, and access points granted only to one or two trails that cross 
the corridor and connect to trails above it. Clear signage to indicate 
the presence of a wildlife movement corridor and the need to stay on 
designated trails should be provided. Access to trails within the wildlife 
corridor should not be permitted between dusk and dawn.

 » Dwellings located on lots adjacent to wildlife corridors shall be located 
as far away from the edge of the corridor as possible, with primary 
orientation to the street.

 » In calculating Municipal Reserve dedication, credit may be given by the 
Town for municipal reserves for land adjacent to a wildlife corridor that 
is dedicated to the Town for the purpose of providing a buffer.

 » Where residential housing is proposed directly adjacent to the wildlife 
movement corridor, no direct access from private lands shall be 
permitted into the wildlife corridor.

 » Dwellings directly adjacent to wildlife corridors should explore alternate 
designs of open space, encouraging active uses (such as patios) in the 
front yard only.

 » Where buildings directly adjacent to the wildlife corridor are utilized 
as a barrier to wildlife movement into the community, rear yards 
should retain as much native vegetation as possible in compliance 
with FireSmart principles.  Access to the rear yard should be limited to 
prevent human/wildlife conflict and will be reviewed by the Town prior 
to approval of building permits.

 » A review of the proposed densities and land use within the Area Structure 
Plan by an independent wildlife biologist shall be required at the land 
use redesignation application stage.  Items to be reviewed shall include 
density, types of uses, proposed wildlife mitigation techniques, human 
use, and design considerations.
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THREE SISTERS VILLAGE AREA STRUCTURE PLAN

 » To ensure that all environmental and wildlife objectives are being met, 
any future land use redesignation application should be subject to an 
update to the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to be completed by 
a qualified professional(s) to the satisfaction of the Town of Canmore.  
The EIS shall examine impacts of future land use changes on existing 
biophysical elements (ecosystems, landforms, and habitats) with specific 
consideration for:

• Topography;

• Vegetation;

• Wildlife;

• Wildlife habitat;

• Wildlife corridors; 

• Wildlife/human interaction prevention; and

• Wildfire safety.

 » EIS updates submitted in support of future land use redesignation 
applications shall be reviewed by an independent qualified professional 
selected by the Town of Canmore.

 » Prior to the approval of a Conceptual Scheme and Land Use 
Redesignation, the risks/ benefits of wildlife fencing shall be based on 
the best-available science and consider proposed adjacent land uses. 
Alternative “hard boundaries”, including post-and-rail fencing with a 
human-use management plan, should be explored.

 » The developer shall pay for all construction, maintenance, monitoring, and 
operations of mitigation infrastructure, enforcement and educational tools 
until such time as the development within the entirety of Three Sisters 
Village is deemed complete by the Town of Canmore. 

 » No off-leash dog use shall be permitted within the wildlife movement 
corridor. Access to the corridor shall be granted only at designated 
access points, each of which should have clear signage stating a 
mandatory on-leash area. Access should be restricted as much as 
possible, and access points granted only to one or two trails that cross 
the corridor and connect to trails above it. Clear signage to indicate 
the presence of a wildlife movement corridor and the need to stay on 
designated trails should be provided. Access to trails within the wildlife 
corridor should not be permitted between dusk and dawn.

 » Dwellings located on lots adjacent to wildlife corridors shall be located 
as far away from the edge of the corridor as possible, with primary 
orientation to the street.

 » In calculating Municipal Reserve dedication, credit may be given by the 
Town for municipal reserves for land adjacent to a wildlife corridor that is 
dedicated to the Town for the purpose of providing a buffer.

 » Where residential housing is proposed directly adjacent to the wildlife 
movement corridor, no direct access from private lands shall be 
permitted into the wildlife corridor.

 » Dwellings directly adjacent to wildlife corridors should explore alternate 
designs of open space, encouraging active uses (such as patios) in the 
front yard only.

 » Where buildings directly adjacent to the wildlife corridor are utilized as a 
barrier to wildlife movement into the community, rear yards should retain 
as much native vegetation as possible.  Access to the rear yard should 
be limited to prevent human/wildlife conflict and will be reviewed by the 
Town prior to approval of building permits. 
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 » A review of the proposed densities and land use within the Area 
Structure Plan by an independent wildlife biologist shall be required at 
the land use redesignation application stage.  Items to be reviewed shall 
include density, types of uses, proposed wildlife mitigation techniques, 
human use, and design considerations.

 » Prior to approval of an Conceptual Scheme and Land Use Redesignation, 
the Developer shall explore options to create a walkable mixed-use 
village centre that allows for limited retail opportunities and amenities 
for residents and visitors.

 » A review of the proposed densities and land use within the Area Structure 
Plan by an independent wildlife biologist shall be required at the land 
use redesignation application stage.  Items to be reviewed shall include 
density, types of uses, proposed wildlife mitigation techniques, human 
use, and design considerations.

 » Explore options for pedestrian-only streets within the Three Sisters 
Village..

 » Recreational facilities, both public and private, shall be designed and 
managed to minimize negative impact on natural areas.

 » The Developer, together with the Town, shall explore opportunities for 
limited public, private and/or for-profit recreation opportunities within 
lands south of the existing edge of development line that allow for 
nocturnal wildlife movement. 

H.   Policy 
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INNOVATION/ SUSTAINABILI T Y POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

 » Multi-modal roads and pathways are encouraged throughout the 
development, including trails and paved pathways.

 » A map illustrating trail linkages shall be provided with the first application 
for subdivision to demonstrate the relationships between public and private 
open space.

 » Perpetually affordable housing shall be located in direct adjacency to 
planned public transit.

 » Key buildings and open space areas should be oriented to facilitate as 
much passive solar building as possible, 

 » Stormwater Management Plans shall address and evaluate Low Impact 
Development Design (LID) principles with the preference of implementing 
source control practices instead of end-of-pipe solutions for management 
of stormwater quality and quantity.

 » In keeping with LIP principles the use of permeable surfaces should be 
maximized throughout the development.

 » Stormwater management systems should be designed to allow for reuse of 
water for irrigation of open space and fire protection.

 » Stormwater management systems shall be designed to mitigate the 
quality and quantity of stormwater released into existing water courses, 
tributaries, and wetlands 

 » Stormwater management systems shall be design to address climate 
resiliency, including exploring options for control of 1:500 year flood 
events.

 » Sustainable housing practices are encouraged throughout Three Sisters 
Mountain Village.  The Town, together with the Developer, should explore 
opportunities to incentivize home efficiency and sustainable design.  
Potential systems for evaluation include, but are not limited to, EnerGuide 
for Houses, LEED™, LEED-ND™, and Built Green Canada™.  Any incentives 
should be tied to third-party certification of planning, design, and 
construction under a pre-determined evaluation system.

 » Sustainable housing opportunities shall be evaluated together with 
affordable housing options to ensure that the perpetually affordable housing 
is available to residents, both for rental and purchase.

 » Emergency evacuation plans shall be prepared and implemented for 
the ASP areas, including procedures for evacuation and emergency 
management of wildlife and other catastrophic events caused by climate 
change.
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POTEN TIAL SOLUTIONS FOR SUPPORTING SUSTAINABILI T Y IN CANMORE:

 » Canmore currently has a perpetually affordable housing deficit, and 
the proposed ASP’s should increase the ratio of perpetually affordable 
housing as well as rentals, employee housing, and other more affordable 
units in each phase of the development until full build-out.

 » There are many opportunities to make profit and support ecosystem 
services and wildlife habitat.  One does not have to come at the cost of the 
other.  For example, green burial sites can be lucrative and do not require 
impermeable roads and permanent infrastructure.  There are also ways 
to capitalize on opportunities to build sustainable and 100% carbon neutral 
developments (such as Edmonton’s Blatchford  community);

 » If a wildlife fence is to go forward, either a permanent fund should be set up 
to ensure maintenance and replacement can be covered, or the costs should 
be part of neighbourhood covenants; and 

 » A permanent fund should be set up to cover costs of public transportation 
and trails.

H.   Policy 
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